SERIES 76 and 78
SPDT

FEATURES
- Raised and Recessed Rocker, and Toggle Actuated Styles
- SPDT with a Common Pole, or SPDT with 2 Isolated Circuits
- Spring and Ball Contact
- Top Tape Seal Option for Most Styles
- RoHS Compliant

DIMENSIONS: Series 76 in inches (and millimeters)

CIRCUITRY: Series 76

SPDT with Common True Form C Switching

DIMENSIONS: Series 78 in inches (and millimeters)

CIRCUITRY: Series 78

SPDT, 2 Circuits (No Commons)

Dot on cover indicates active terminal when slide is on that side of switch. Contact is made with terminal on opposite side.

To create common poles, tie together 2 adjoining terminals on 1 (either) side of switch.

ORDERING INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

See Options and Accessories brochure
For the most current soldering and cleaning processing guidelines reference Grayhill DIP Switch Processing Information, Bulletin 1234

Available from your local Grayhill Distributor.
For prices and discounts, contact a local Sales Office, an authorized local Distributor or Grayhill.

*To order top seal versions, add "S" before the "T" in the Grayhill part number. Not available on Toggle-DIP.